A group theoretical procedure, introduced earlier in [6] , to decompose bilocal light-ray operators into (harmonic) operators of definite twist is applied to the case of arbitrary 2nd rank tensors. As a generic example the bilocal gluon operator is considered which gets contributions of twist-2 up to twist-6 from four different symmetry classes characterized by corresponding Young tableaux; also the twist decomposition of the related vector and scalar operators is considered. In addition, we extend these results to various trilocal light-ray operators, like the Shuryak-Vainshtein, the threegluon and the four-quark operators, which are required for the consideration of higher-twist distribution amplitudes. The present results rely on the knowledge of harmonic tensor polynomials of any order n which have been determined up to the case of 2nd rank symmetric tensor for arbitrary space-time dimension. *
Introduction
Any careful quantum field theoretical analysis of the experimental data for the different light-cone dominated QCD-processes (for recent experiments and analyses, see [1, 2] ) necessarily requires a rigorous twist decomposition of the various nonlocal light-ray operators appearing in the theoretical set up of these processes. The matrix elements of these special operators are related to the distribution amplitudes (or the hadronic wave functions) being necessary for the phenomenological description of the above mentioned processes. Moreover, their anomalous dimensions determine the Q 2 -evolution of the distribution amplitudes. The notion of twist has been originally introduced for local operators by Gross and Treiman [3] as a geometric quantity, twist τ = (canonical) dimension d -spin j, which is directly related to the irreducible representations of the Lorentz group.
1
The twist decomposition of the local operators of some well-defined tensor structure corresponds directly to their decomposition into irreducible tensor representations of the Lorentz group. These representations are uniquely (up to equivalence) determined by their symmetry classes, i.e., Young frames, and by the (anti)-symmetrization defined by corresponding Young operators, i.e., specific Young tableaux.
In the case of nonlocal tensor operators, being given as (infinite) towers of local tensor operators of growing rank, the definition of (geometric) twist is more subtle. For that reason another notion of (dynamical) twist, being related to the LC-quantization in the infinite momentum frame [4] , has been introduced [5] by counting powers of 1/Q which, from a phenomenological point of view, is quite advantageous. However, this different notion of twist has serious theoretical disadvantages: It is not Lorentz invariant and, therefore, not immediately related to geometric twist; furthermore, it is process-dependent because it is only applicable to matrix elements of the corresponding LC-operators and not to the operators itself.
In order to be able to disentangle the twist content of nonlocal LC-operators which are relevant for various hard QCD processes a systematic group theoretical study has been started in an earlier paper [6] , thereafter cited as I. There, bilocal quark operators up to (antisymmetric) second rank have been considered. Here, we continue this study for general tensor operators of 2nd rank. We carry out the complete twist decomposition of all relevant LC-operators, e.g., bilocal gluon operators, trilocal quark-gluon correlation operators (related to so-called ShuryakVainshtein operators) and four-fermion operator, as well as multilocal quark and gluon operators. Thereby, generalized harmonic polynomials being tensors up to rank 2 are introduced and the interior derivative on the light-cone is used.
The paper is organized as follows. In Chapt. 2 we shortly review the general method introduced in Part I. In Chapt. 3 we give the complete twist decomposition of the various gluonic bilocal light-ray tensor operators of second rank being specified by different symmetry classes; their twist content ranges from 2 up to 6. In Chapt. 4 we extend these results with minor modifications to the trilocal lightray operators mentioned above. Any of these nonlocal operators consists of an infinite tower of local operators which are characterized by equal twist. Appendix A contains some material about the tensorial harmonic functions.
General procedure
Let us now shortly review the general procedure, introduced in Part I, of how to decompose arbitrary bilocal LC-operators into harmonic operators of definite twist. Those nonlocal operators which are relevant for the virtual Compton scattering [7] are obtained by the nonlocal LC expansion [8, 9] of the (renormalized) time-ordered product of two electromagnetic hadronic currents:
where Γ = {1, γ µ , σ µν ; γ 5 , γ µ γ 5 , σ µν γ 5 } indicates the tensor structure of the nonlocal quark operators andx is a light-like vector related to x, cf. [8, 10, 6] . The unrenormalized nonlocal (flavour singlet) operators at y = 0 are given by O Γ (κ 1x , κ 2x ) = ψ(κ 1x )ΓU(κ 1x , κ 2x )ψ(κ 2x ) (2.1) with the path ordered phase factor U(κ 1x , κ 2x ) = P exp ig 2) ensuring gauge invariance. As is well-known, under renormalization these operators mix with appropriate chiral-even (or chiral-odd) bilocal gluonic tensor operators, eventually multiplied by appropriate tensors built up fromx:
3) 4) where F αβ and F αβ = 1 2 ǫ αβµν F µν are the gluon field strength and its dual, respectively. Here, the phase factors are to be taken in the adjoint representation.
In general, the twist decomposition of an arbitrary bilocal light-ray operator may be formulated for any space-time dimension D = 2h. Let us denote such operators for arbitrary values of x as follows: ) as well as gauge field strength (d = h). A µ is the gauge potential having dimension d = h−1. Furthermore, Γ labels the tensor structure as well as additional quantum numbers, if necessary. Now, the twist decomposition of operators (2.5) consists of the following steps:
(1) Taylor expansion of the nonlocal operators for arbitrary values of x at the point y = 0 into an infinite series of local tensor operators having definite rank n and canonical dimension d:
y=0 (2.6) with the generalized covariant derivatives (2) Decomposition of local operators with respect to irreducible tensor representations of the Lorentz group SO(2h − 1, 1) or, equivalently, the orthogonal group SO(2h). (Here, we depicted only those patterns which appear for h = 2 where ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 ≤ 4.) Loosely speaking, the lower spins in the above series correspond to the various trace terms which define, in general, reducible higher twist operators. These higher twist operators again have to be decomposed according to the considered symmetry classes. Now, two remarks are in order. At first, this decomposition of the local operators appearing in (2.6) into irreducible components is independent of the special values of κ 1 , κ 2 . Therefore, we may choose κ 1 = 0, κ 2 = κ and factor out κ n for every term in eq. (2.6), thus simplifying the explicit computations below. At the end of the computations the general values of κ i may be re-installed. Furthermore, if these irreducible local tensor operators are multiplied by x µ 1 . . . x µn , as it is necessary according to eq. (2.6), then harmonic (tensorial) polynomials of order n appear whose remaining tensor structure results from Γ. For a detailed exposition of these objects, see Appendix A. (3) Resummation of the local operators O τ Γ n (x) belonging to the same symmetry class (for any n) and having equal twist τ . That infinite tower of local operators creates a nonlocal operator of definite twist,
Obviously, from a group theoretical point of view, this nonlocal operator is built up as direct sum of irreducible local tensor operators. The nonlocal operators O τ Γ (0, κx) are harmonic tensor functions. Now, putting together all contributions, i.e., including the higher twist contributions resulting from the trace terms, we get the (infinite) twist decomposition of the nonlocal operator we started with:
(4) Finally, the projection onto the light-cone, x →x, leads to the required lightcone operator with well defined geometric twist. However, since the harmonic tensor polynomials essentially depend on (infinite) sums of powers of x 2 and as well as some specific differential operators in front of it, in that limit only a finite number of terms survive:
The resulting light-ray operators of definite twist, which have been rewritten for general arguments, are tensor functions on the light-cone which fulfil another kind of tracelessness conditions to be formulated with the help of the interior (on the cone) derivative. -Let us remark that step (3) and (4) can be interchanged without changing the result.
The advantages of our method are: First, these nonlocal operators of definite twist are Lorentz covariant tensors (contrary to the phenomenological concept of twist). Second, this twist decomposition is unique, process-and modelindependent. Furthermore, the twist decomposition is independent from the dimension 2h of space-time.
Twist decomposition of a general 2nd rank tensor operator
This Chapter is devoted to the twist decomposition of a general 2nd rank tensor operator. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to four dimensional space-time (h = 2). Furthermore, since the twist decomposition is independent from the chirality we demonstrate it only for the chiral-even gluon operator (2.3) . In addition, we make the special choice κ 1 = 0, κ 2 = κ, thereby also simplifying the generalized covariant derivatives, eq. (2.7), to the usual ones:
with
here the symbol (. . . ) denotes symmetrization of the enclosed indices. The local tensor operators G αβ(µ 1 ...µn) decompose according to the Young patterns (i) to (iv) and possible higher ones (i.e., for m 1 + m 2 = n + 2, m 2 ≥ 3): 2) with the (nontrivial) normalization coefficients f [m] /m! of the Young operators given by α n+1 = 2(n + 1)/(n + 2) for [m] = (n + 1, 1), β n = 3n/(n + 2) for [m] = (n, 1, 1) and γ n = 4(n − 1)/(n + 1) for [m] = (n, 2). The corresponding Clebsch-Gordan series in terms of representations (j 1 , j 2 ) of the Lorentz group is
the corresponding tensor spaces will be denoted by T(j 1 , j 2 ). In the last line of eq. (3.3) such representations are listed down which correspond to higher twist contributions contained in the trace terms of symmetry classes (i) -(iv). The canonical (or scale) dimension d of the local operator (3.2) is n + 4, and the spin of the various contributions in (3.3) ranges from n+2 up to 1 or 0 if n is even or odd, respectively; therefore, the local operators with well-defined twist are irreducible tensors of the Lorentz group or, equivalently, of the group SL(2, C) ⊗ R + , having scale dimension d.
In general, according to the spin content and the rank of the corresponding local tensor operators, the nonlocal operator (3.1) for arbitrary x contains contributions of twist ranging from τ = 2 until τ = ∞. However, after projection onto the light-cone, x →x, this infinite series terminates at least at τ = 6 since higher order terms are proportional to x 2 . In order to be more explicit, as well as for later use, we introduce the (anti)symmetrization with respect to α and β and we define the following nonlocal operators:
In fact, the twist decomposition of these bilocal light-ray operators reads:
10)
The various twist contributions individually decompose further according to the symmetry classes which may contribute. The explicit expressions for generic tensor operators are given in the following subsections, where it will be shown that Young patterns (i) and (ii) as well as (iv) contribute to the symmetric tensor operators and related vector and scalar operators, and Young patterns (ii) and (iii) contribute to the antisymmetric tensor operators and related vector operators. Special tensor operators are considered in Chapt. 4.
Tensor operators of symmetry class (i)

Construction of nonlocal symmetric class-(i) operators of definite twist
Let us start with the simplest case of the totally symmetric traceless tensors, and their contractions with x, which have twist τ = 2 and are contained in the tensor space T(
). They have symmetry class (i) and are uniquely characterized by the following standard tableau (with normalizing factor 1):
The irreducible local twist-2 operator reads
Let us postpone the determination of the trace terms and make the resummation to the corresponding nonlocal operator in advance. This is obtained, at first, by contracting with x µ 1 . . . x µn and rewriting in the following form:
with the denotation
Here,
is a harmonic polynomial of order n + 2, cf. eq. (A.5), Appendix A:
Then, using ((n + 2)(n + 1))
dλ(1 − λ)λ n and the integral representation of Euler's beta function we obtain the nonlocal twist-2 tensor operator:
The operator G tw2 (αβ) (0, κx) satisfies the conditions of a harmonic tensor function:
(3.14)
Reduction to vector and scalar operators
Now, we specify to the nonlocal vector and scalar operators. Multiplying eq. (3.12) by x β and observing the equality (x∂ x ) 15) which satisfies the conditions (3.16) Multiplying with x α x β gives the twist-2 scalar operator, 17) which, by definition, satisfies the condition
The expression (3.13) for the scalar operator already has been given by Balitsky and Braun [13] . Comparing eqs. (3.12) , (3.15) and (3.17) we may recognize that in the case of symmetry class (i) the tensor and vector operators are obtained from the scalar operator by very simple operations. Furthermore, we observe how in the case of the scalar operator the trace terms -being proportional to x 2 -are to be subtracted from G(0, κx) in order to make that operator traceless. In the case of vector and tensor operators such subtraction, because of the appearance of the derivatives, is more complicated.
Projection onto the light-cone
Let us now project onto the light-cone and, at the same time, also extend to the case of general values (κ 1 , κ 2 ). Because of the derivatives ∂ α and ∂ β , appearing in eq. (3.12) , only the terms with k = 1, 2 in eq. (3.13) contribute. The final expression for the symmetric twist-2 light-cone tensor operator is given by
(αβ) (κ 1x , κ 2x ) contains the higher twist contributions which have to be subtracted from the first term, eq. (3.19) , in order to make the whole expression traceless. In order to disentangle the different terms of well-defined twist we observe that the tensor operator (3.20) consists of scalar and vector parts. Here, an operator being contained in the trace terms is called a scalar and vector part, respectively, if the expression multiplied by g αβ , x α or x β is a scalar, like G(
, and a vector, like
The scalar operators, G(κ 1 x, κ 2 x)| x=x and 2 G(κ 1 x, κ 2 x)| x=x , occurring in eq. (3.20) already have well-defined twist τ = 4 and τ = 6, respectively. To ensure that the vector operator ∂ β G(κ 1 x, κ 2 x)| x=x also obtains well-defined twist, it is necessary to subtract its own trace terms which are of twist τ = 6.
The higher twist operators contained in the trace terms of the twist-2 tensor operator are the following:
Obviously, by inspection of the spin content of the symmetry type (i), the local twist-4 and twist-6 operators carry the representation T(
Finally, completing the twist decomposition of the symmetric nonlocal tensor operator, we write down the symmetric twist-4 light-cone tensor operator contained in the expression (3.20)
whereas the symmetric twist-6 light-cone operator contained in (3.20) reads
Vector and scalar light-ray operators
Contracting eq. (3.19) withx β , making use of formula (x∂ x )f (λx) = λ∂ λ f (λx) and performing the partial integrations we obtain the final version of the twist-2 light-cone vector operator, 24) which already has been used in [7] , and the twist-4 light-cone vector operator, (3.25) In order to obtain the scalar twist-2 light-ray operator we multiply (3.24) bỹ x α . Then, the twist-4 part vanishes and the remaining twist-2 operator restores the scalar operator (compare eq. (3.11) ),
Let us point to the fact that the trace of the original gluon tensor, g αβ G αβ (κ 1x , κ 2x ), is a twist-4 scalar operator. It is contained in G tw4(i)a (αβ) (κ 1x , κ 2x ) as well as similar expressions occurring below, cf. also eq. (3.83).
Condition of tracelessness on the cone
Finally, it should be remarked, that the conditions (3.14) , (3.16) and (3.18) , if translated into the corresponding ones containing derivatives with respect tox, no longer hold for the light-cone operators. This is clear because, by projecting onto the light-cone, part of the original structure of the operators has been lost. Nevertheless, the conditions of tracelessness of the light-cone operators may be formulated by using the interior derivative on the light-cone [14, 15] which has been used extensively for the construction of local conformal operators [16, 17] . In four dimensions it is given by
with∂ α ≡ ∂ ∂x α , and has the following properties
Then, the conditions of tracelessness simplify, namely, they read:
Analogous conditions hold for the light-cone operators of definite twist in the case of symmetry classes (ii) -(iv) obtained below.
In passing we remark that the interior derivative may be used in defining more directly totally symmetric local light-cone operators [18] . For example it holds
However, in case of symmetry types (ii) -(iv) the corresponding expressions should be more involved.
Tensor operators of symmetry class (ii)
3.2.1 Construction of nonlocal (anti)symmetric class-(ii) operators of definite twist: Young tableau A Now we consider tensor operators, and their contractions with x, having symmetry class (ii) and whose local twist-3 parts are contained in T(
). Contrary to the totally symmetric case we have different possibilities to put the tensor indices into the corresponding Young pattern. Without presupposing any symmetry of indices α and β we should start with the following Young tableau:
with normalizing factor α n+1 . (The tableau with α ↔ β will be considered thereafter.) Denoting this symmetry behaviour by (iiA) we may write the local twist-3 tensor operator as follows:
Proceeding in the same manner as in the last Subsection we multiply by x µ 1 . . . x µn and obtain:
is the harmonic vector polynomial of order n + 1 (see, Eq. (A.7), Appendix A) and the symmetry behaviour of class (ii) is obtained through the differential operator in front of it. Now, using ((n+2)n)
Euler's beta function we sum up to obtain the following nonlocal twist-3 tensor operator: 27) with the nonlocal traceless (vector) operator
The following decomposition into symmetric and antisymmetric part is useful for the further calculations
Again, these operators are harmonic tensor functions. The conditions of tracelessness for the tensor operator are
Reduction to vector operators
The corresponding twist-3 vector operator is obtained from eq. (3.27) by multiplication with x β :
Obviously, a corresponding scalar operator does not exist. This vector operator fulfils the following conditions of tracelessness
Projection onto the light-cone
(a) The calculation of the antisymmetric tensor operator G tw3(iiA) [αβ] (κ 1x , κ 2x ) on the light-cone is similar to that of M tw2
[αβ] (κ 1x , κ 2x ) in Part I; for the details we refer to it. The resulting expression is:
[αβ] (κ 1x , κ 2x ) contains twist-4 and twist-5 contributions, but twist-6 contributions do not appear due to x [α x β] = 0. The higher twist operator (3.37) contains two vector operators multiplied by x α and x β , respectively. For their twist decomposition one has to take into account Young pattern (i) as well as (ii). The procedure is analogous to the decomposition of the vector operator O α (κ 1x , κ 2x ) made in Part I. After a straightforward calculation we obtain
(b) Now, we determine the symmetric tensor operator G
(κ 1x , κ 2x ) on the light-cone. Putting eq. (3.28) into (3.31), after some lengthy but straightforward calculation (taking into account only the relevant terms of the k-summation and performing some partial integrations), we get the following result:
with the higher twist contributions of the trace terms
It is obvious that eq. (3.40) contains scalar and vector operators. Again, using Young patterns (i) and (ii) and subtracting the trace terms, we can decompose the vector part appearing in eq. (3.40) into twist-4, twist-5 and twist-6 operators. This procedure is analogous to the twist decomposition of the (vector) quark operator O α (κ 1x , κ 2x ) in Part I. From the twist-4 and twist-5 vector part we have to subtract their trace terms being of twist-6 and add it to the other twist-6 scalar operator. Let us recall that the scalar twist-4 and twist-6 operators are already traceless on the cone. In that manner we get the following decomposition:
being related to the scalar operator G(κ 1x , κ 2x ), as well as
being related to the vector operator G µ• (κ 1x , κ 2x ).
Contributions of Young tableau B
Let us now consider the other Young tableau which is obtained from the former one by exchanging α and β:
This symmetry behaviour will be denoted by (iiB). The corresponding nonlocal twist-3 operator which we obtain after analogous calculations is (with selfexplaining denotations):
Its decomposition into symmetric and antisymmetric part yields
The projection onto the light-cone and the calculation of the higher twist operators contained in the trace terms is completely analogous to case (A) and should be omitted here.
Construction of the complete twist-3 tensor operators on the light-cone
In order to obtain the complete twist-3 operator it is necessary to add both twist-3 operators (3.29) and (3.43) resulting from the Young patterns (iiA) and (iiB). Since no further Young pattern contributes to twist-3 operators we omit the index (ii). After projection onto the light-cone the final result is 3.46) with the antisymmetric twist-3 light-cone tensor operator
47) 6 Here, we used the abbreviation
in order not to come into conflict with the antisymmetrization of the indices α and β.
where
The local twist-4 operators are contained in the tensor space T(
) and the local twist-5 operators are contained in the tensor space T(
). In turn, let us remark that the bilocal light-ray operator G [αβ] (κ 1x , κ 2x ) are in complete agreement with the local operators on the light-cone determined by Dobrev and Ganchev [17] by means of the interior derivative.
From the above point of view our result for the antisymmetric part of twist-3 operator (3.46) could be obtained much easier. However, the symmetric twist-3 light-cone tensor operator is much more involved. It is given by
where G
>(ii)
(αβ) (κ 1x , κ 2x ) includes all the trace terms having higher twist; these operators are given by
being related to the scalar operator G(κ 1 x, κ 2 x), as well as
being related to the (symmetric) vector operator G + µ (κ 1 x, κ 2 x).
Determination of complete light-cone vector operators
Now we are able to determine the twist-3 vector operator resulting from the tensor operator (3.46) by multiplying with x β . Because neither symmetry type (iii) nor (iv) may contribute to the vector operator this will be the final expression. The twist-3 light-cone vector operator consists of two parts, one originating from the symmetric and the other from the antisymmetric tensor operator,
where (3.53) and the twist-4 vector operator which is contained in the trace terms of that twist-3 vector operator is given by
The antisymmetric part of the twist-4 vector operator is already complete. The complete twist-4 light-cone vector operator is given by (3.57) where the symmetric twist-4 vector operator obtains by adding together expressions (3.25) and (3.54),
Furthermore, putting together expressions (3.24) , (3.52) , (3.58) and (3.53), (3.56), respectively, we obtain for the complete decomposition of the light-cone vector operator the following results anticipated by eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), respectively: Now we consider the twist-4 and twist-5 contributions originating from the (unique) Young tableau related to the symmetry class (iii) (with the normalizing factor β n ):
The corresponding traceless local operator having twist τ = 4 and being contained in the tensor space T n 2 , n 2 is given by:
Now, contracting this expression with x µ 1 . . . x µn we obtain:
with the (antisymmetric) tensorial harmonic polynomials of order n (see eq. (A.8)):
Resumming these local terms gives the nonlocal twist-4 operator as follows
where, using the integral representation of the additional factor 1/n (the remaining factors of the denominator are taken together with 1/n! to get 1/(n + 2)!) and of the beta function, we introduced:
Then, by construction, eq. (3.61) defines a nonlocal operator of twist-4. As is easily seen by partial integration it fulfils the following relation
and, because of eq. (3.33) and the properties of (3.62), it is a harmonic tensor operator:
(0, κx) = 0 . (3.64)
Projection onto the light-cone
Let us now project onto the light-cone. After the same calculations as has been carried out for the operator M [αβ] (0, κx) in Part I we obtain
where the twist-5 part is determined by the trace terms, namely
Obviously, there exist no vector (and scalar) operators of symmetry type (iii).
Determination of the complete antisymmetric light-cone tensor operator
This finishes the computation of twist contributions of the antisymmetric lightcone tensor operator. The complete antisymmetric twist-4 light-cone tensor operator obtains from eq. (3.65) and the twist-4 trace terms of the twist-3 operator, eq. (3.48):
Furthermore, the complete antisymmetric twist-5 light-cone tensor operator obtains from eqs. (3.49) and (3.66) as follows:
(κ 1x , κ 2x ) (3.68)
Together with the twist-3 part, eq. (3.47), we finally obtain the complete decomposition of the antisymmetric light-cone tensor operator (compare eq. (3.8)):
3.4 Tensor operators of symmetry class (iv)
Construction of the nonlocal symmetric class-(iv) operator of definite twist
Now let us investigate the symmetric tensor operators of the symmetry class (iv) which are given by the following Young tableau (with normalizing factor γ n ):
These local tensor operators have twist-4 and transform according to the representation T(
). They are given by:
Multiplying with x µ 1 . . . x µn we obtain:
• G (µν)n (x) is the harmonic symmetric tensor polynomial of order n (cf. Eq. (A.9), Appendix A):
Resumming all local operators of symmetry class (iv) and using the integral representation ((n + 1)n)
Of course, eq. (3.70) we may be rewritten as follows
which will be used in the further considerations. Contrary to any of the formerly obtained symmetric twist-4 tensor operators, this operator is the 'true tensor part', i.e., not being proportional to g αβ or x α and x β . Obviously, this twist-4 operator satisfies the conditions of tracelessness
Projection onto the light-cone
The symmetric twist-4 tensor operator of symmetry type (iv) on the light-cone is obtained as follows
where the trace terms of higher twist are given by
The explicit twist decomposition of this operator by means of the Young tableaux (i) and (ii) gives
with the following operators of well-defined twist
being related to the scalar operator, as well as
and 3.76) and
being related to the symmetric vector operator,
being related to the symmetric tensor operator and, furthermore,
and
being related to the trace of the symmetric tensor operator. Here, it should be remarked that, contrary to the former cases (i) -(iii), the trace terms (3.74) contain operators having the same twist, τ = 4, as the primary operator of symmetry class (iv). However, these operators being multiplied by either g αβ or x α and x β are scalar or vector operators corresponding to symmetry type (i). Whereas the local operators resulting from the twist-4 tensor operator of symmetry class (iv) are contained in the tensor space T(
), the local operators of the twist-4 scalar and vector operators are totally symmetric traceless tensors and, therefore, contained in the tensor space T( n 2 , n 2 ).
Determination of the complete symmetric light-cone tensor operators
Now, having finished the decomposition of a general 2nd rank tensor operator, let us sum up the remaining symmetric tensor operators of twist greater than 3, which appear in the trace terms of the symmetric twist operators with Young symmetry (i), (ii) as well as (iv), to complete twist-4, twist-5 and twist-6 operators. The 'scalar part' of the twist-4 light-ray tensor operator is given by
and the 'vector part' of the twist-4 light-ray tensor operator reads
Furthermore, the contributions to the complete 'vector part' of the twist-5 lightray tensor operator are constructed by means of the Young tableau (ii), and their local operators are antisymmetric 8 traceless tensors contained in the space T(
). This complete twist-5 tensor operator is given by
The 'scalar part' of the twist-6 light-ray tensor operator has Young symmetry (i). Thus, the local twist-6 operators are totally symmetric traceless tensors lying in the space T(
). This nonlocal twist-6 operator is given by
Now, we may pick up all the contributions to the symmetric (traceless) tensor operator. Together with the twist-2 part, eq. (3.19) , the twist-3 part, eq. (3.50), and the twist-4 part, eq. (3.73), we finally obtain the following complete decomposition of the symmetric light-cone tensor operator (compare eq. (3.7)):
Let us remark that by construction the terms of the first line are traceless, whereas the traces of the third line vanish because of antisymmetry andx 2 = 0 on the light-cone, respectively. However, the traces of the second line do not vanish but restore the trace of the tensor operator,
This may be proven explicitly by taking the trace of eqs. (3.77) and (3.78), using (x∂) ∼ = λ∂ λ , performing partial integrations and observing the equality
Herewith, the twist decomposition of a generic bilocal 2nd rank light-ray tensor operator is completed. In the next Chapter we show how this general formalism may be applied also to tri-and multi-local light-ray operators.
Extension to trilocal tensor operators
The procedure reviewed in Chapt. 2 for bilocal operators may be extended to trilocal operators, too. These operators occur in higher twist contributions to light-cone dominated processes and, additionally, as counterparts in the renormalization of such higher twist operators which have been obtained in Chapt. 3. In the following we consider various trilocal operators of minimal twist-3 and twist-4. The local versions of such higher twist operators have been considered already in the early days of QCD in systematic studies of deep inelastic scattering [19, 20] and on behalf of giving some parton interpretation for the distribution amplitudes [21, 22] . Various studies of local twist-4 operators determined their anomalous dimension matrices and the behaviour of their structure functions [23] . The relevance of local twist-3 operators for the structure function g 2 of polarized deep inelastic scattering is also well-known [24, 25] . If written nonlocal all these operators are necessarily multilocal. However, nonlocal higher twist operators have been extensively used only in the study of the structure function g 2 [13, 26] and of the photon and vector meson wave functions [27, 28] .
Here, our main interest is not to give an exhaustive study of the various scattering processes but to present the twist decomposition of some characteristic multilocal operators.
General trilocal tensor operators: Quark-antiquarkgluon, four-quark and four-gluon operators
This Subsection is devoted to the consideration of trilocal operators which share the same twist decomposition as the gluon operators G αβ (or their (anti)symmetric parts). We call them unconstrained because their truncation with x α x β does not vanish identically. For compact notations, we will introduce the following abbreviations:
Quark-antiquark-gluon operators
First, we consider the following quark-antiquark-gluon operators,
and 2) whose minimal twist is τ min = 3 and 4, respectively; they have the same symmetry as the gluon tensor operators G αβ and G [αβ] , respectively. In order to be able to apply the general procedure of Chapt. 2 as well as the results of Chapt. 3 we have to verify the local structure of these trilocal operators. Let us study, for example, the first of the above quark-gluon operators, V 11 αβ , in some detail and Taylor expand its three local fields around y = 0:
where the left and right derivatives are given by eqs. (2.7), and
This leads to the following expansion into local tensor operators
4)
9 For simplicity we restrict to the nonsinglet case and suppress flavour matrices.
where 5) and the field strength-dependent generalized covariant derivative of Nth order is given by
Obviously, if the field strength were not present this operation would reduce to the
Furthermore, for τ = 0 we are left with a more simple expression which, however, cannot be reduced to the Nth power of some extended derivative because F is equipped with some matrix structure. Anyway, the local tensor operators (4.5) of rank N + 2 with canonical dimension d = N + 5, which are given as a sum of 1 2 (N + 1)(N + 2) terms, have to be decomposed according to their geometric twist. In principle, this has to be done term-by-term. But, because of the linearity of that procedure we are not required to do this for any term explicitly.
Due to the same general local structure of V ij αβ and W ij αβ -which is governed by Taylor expansions completely analogous to eq. (4.4) -their decomposition into terms of definite twist leads to the same expressions as we obtained in Chapt. 3 but with G αβ and G [αβ] exchanged by V ij αβ and W ij αβ , respectively. The only difference consists in a shift of any twist by one unit, τ → τ + 1, in the various inputs of Table 1 and 2 below.
In contrast to the operators V and W the quark-antiquark-gluon operators
4.8) are special, namely, despite of their arbitrary symmetry with respect to α and β they vanish identically if multiplied by x β and x α or x β , respectively. Therefore, they show some peculiarities which will be treated in Subsection 4.2.
Four-quark and four-gluon operators
Let us now consider trilocal operators which are built up from four quark or four gluon fields. We denote them by I Q ij αβ with I = 0 and I = 2, respectively (here, I counts the number of external x's of the operators):
as well as
Both sets of operators have minimal twist τ min = 4. Their local versions have been already considered by various authors, see e.g. [29] . The explicit form of the local operators will be given below. Because there are no restrictions concerning the free indices α and β the Young patterns (i) -(iv) are involved. The twist decomposition may be performed along the lines of Chap. 3 and, as in the foregoing cases, the outcome will be almost the same as for G αβ . Again, the difference is that now the value of twist raises by two units, τ → τ + 2, relative to the gluon operators shown in Table 1 and 2 of the Conclusions. In addition, because of the change in the external x-factors (not being accompanied by λ) the measures of the λ-integrations have to be changed according to (see also Subsection 4.2)
Open, up to now, is the structure of the local operators. Let us study in detail the first of the four-quark operators,
αβ , whose Taylor expansion may be written in two equivalent ways:
where the two possibilities also use different generalized covariant derivatives. The left, right and left-right derivatives are given by eqs. (2.7), and, treating ψ(0)ψ(0) as a matrix in the group algebra, another form of the derivative obtains:
This leads to the following expansion into local tensor operators 12) where 13) and the quark field-dependent generalized covariant derivative of Nth order is given by
Analogous generalized covariant derivatives occur for the four-gluon operators.
The only difference will be that instead of the quark fields corresponding gluon field strengths appear in (4.14) , and that the derivatives are to be taken in the adjoint representation. Despite having a complicated structure this does not matter in the twist decomposition of the trilinear operators
. Let us finish this Subsection with a short remark concerning so-called fourparticle operators which also have been considered in the literature for local operators. These operators have the general structure, cf. [21, 22, 30] (ψUψ)(ψUψ), (ψUF UF Uψ) or (F UF UF UF ), with any field being located at a different point κ i x, i = 1, . . . , 4. The expansion into local tensors is obtained in the same way as above, leading to a general expression of the following form: 15) where the terms with equal value of N are given as well-defined sums of local tensor operators. Any of these operators decompose in the same manner into irreducible representations of the Lorentz group. The latter result is immediately related to the fact that all indices µ 1 . . . µ N are to be symmetrized, i.e., lying in the first row of any relevant Young tableau! Different symmetry classifications solely depend on the distribution of the remaining indices αβρ . . . σ -the others being somehow truncated -to the various Young tableaux. As long as only up to two free indices αβ are relevant the twist decomposition takes place according to the results of Chapt. 3, eventually modified by the power λ I which is related to the number of external x's in I R. In addition, the twist of the various components may be shifted by some (equal) amount.
Constrained trilocal operators: Shuryak-Vainshteinand three-gluon operators
Now we consider the special quark-antiquark-gluon operator O ij αβ , eq. (4.7), and related three-gluon operators both having minimal twist-3; they will be denoted by I O ij αβ (κ 1 x, τ x, κ 2 x) with I = 0 and I = 1, respectively. The quark-antiquarkgluon operators are given by
where again some possible flavour structure has been suppressed. These operators are related to the following generalizations of the so-called Shuryak-Vainshtein operators [25, 13] ,
which, in the flavour singlet case, mix with the following three-gluon operators:
αβ (x) and the phase factors are taken in the adjoint representation.
Because of their construction these special trilocal operators have the property
They contain twist-3 up to twist-6 contributions which, because of the antisymmetry of the gluon field strength, have to be determined by means of the Young tableaux (ii) -(iv). Because of (4.18) the scalar operators
The Taylor expansion of the operator 19) with 20) where the field strength-dependent derivative already has been given by (4.6) . The Taylor expansion of the related three-gluon operator obtains as follows: 22) with the same field strength dependent generalized covariant derivative (4.6) , but now in the adjoint representation. The generalization arbitrary values i and j is obvious.
As it became obvious by the above considerations all the nonlocal threeparticle operators I O ij αβ have the same general local structure and, therefore, decompose according to the same symmetry patterns. They only differ in the rank of the local tensor operators which is due to the external powers of x. Again, this must be taken into account by a change of the integration measure according to
From now on we omit the indices i and j.
In order to determine the twist-3 light-cone operators , respectively: 4.23) here, and in the following, we write O µ ≡ x ρ O ρµ . Let us remark that, first, because of property (4.18) , only the above mentioned Young tableaux contribute and, second, the difference between the expressions (4.23) and (3.42) result also from that property, namely the truncation by x ρ in the second term of the integrand,
, after partial integrations leads to the above expression (4.23) . In the case I = 0 this operator is in agreement with the expression given by Balitsky and Braun (cf. eq. (5.14) of [13] ). However, their operator lacks to be really of twist-3 since it is not traceless; therefore it contains also twist-4, twist-5 as well as twist-6 operators resulting from the trace terms. Now, let us to project onto the light-cone. As in the case of the gluon tensor only the first terms, k = 0, 1, 2, in the expansion of
O µ (κ 1 λx,τ λx,κ 2 λx) are to be taken into account. For the antisymmetric part of the twist-3 operator one gets
[αβ] (κ 1x , τx, κ 2x ) (4.24) where
The decomposition of
[αβ] (κ 1x , τx, κ 2x ) arises as 26) with
The symmetric part reads 27) where
Let us remark that the conditions of tracelessness for the light-cone operators are:
Now we can calculate the twist-3 vector operator from the twist-3 tensor operator. The twist-3 light-cone vector operator reads 29) and the twist-4 vector operator which is contained in the trace terms of the twist-3 vector operator 
(κ 1x , τx, κ 2x ), (4.31) twist-5 part is determined by the trace namely with
The antisymmetric twist-5 tensor operator is given by:
(κ 1x , τx, κx)
Finally, we obtain the complete decomposition of the antisymmetric tensor operator:
(κ 1x , τx, κ 2x ) 
Now, we use the property (4.18) and sum up the symmetric higher twist operators, which appear in the trace terms of the symmetric twist operators with Young symmetry (ii) and (iv), to a complete twist-4, twist-5 and twist-6 operator. The complete twist-4 operators are constructed by means of the Young tableau (i). The 'scalar part' of the twist-4 tensor operator is given by
x=x and the twist-4 'vector part' reads
Furthermore, the complete twist-5 vector operator is again constructed by means of the Young tableau (ii). The 'vector part' of the twist-5 tensor operator is given by
The full twist-6 scalar operator has Young symmetry (i). The 'scalar part' of the twist-6 tensor operator is given by
Thus, together with the twist-3 part, eq. (4.27) , and the twist-4 part, eq. (4.35),
we finally obtain the complete decomposition of the symmetric tensor operator:
(4.41)
Conclusion
Let us shortly summarize our results. Making use of the tensorial harmonic polynomials up to rank 2 we determined for the first time and in a systematic way the various contributions of definite twist for a generic bilocal 2nd rank tensor operator G αβ (κ 1 x, κ 2 x) as well as its symmetric and antisymmetric parts G (αβ) (κ 1 x, κ 2 x) and G [αβ] (κ 1 x, κ 2 x), respectively. In addition, we determined the related vector and scalar operators which occur by truncating with x β and x α x β or g αβ , respectively. All these operators are harmonic tensor functions. By projection onto the light-cone we obtained the decomposition of a generic bilocal light-ray tensor operator of 2nd rank -and its reductions to (anti)symmetric tensors as well as the related vector and scalar operators -into operators of definite twist. In order to make the main results quite obvious we summarize them in Table 1 and 2. There, we indicate the different twist contributions to G αβ (κ 1x , κ 2x ) = G (αβ) (κ 1x , κ 2x ) + G [αβ] (κ 1x , κ 2x ) by their symmetry type (i) up to (iv) and the number of the corresponding equations of Chapt. 3; in the second half of the tables the contributions from the trace terms are shown.
These expressions also apply to generic trilocal light-ray operators. The only difference is that the respective values of twist increase by a definite amount which is equal for any given operator and possibly, depending on the number I of external x-factors, by a change in the integration measure, dλ → dλ λ I . The applicability of our procedure which has been described in Chapt. 2 for bilocal operators rests upon the fact that the general form of the Taylor expansion (around y = 0) for any of the nonlocal operators is the same: It is given by an infinite sum of terms of Nth order being multiplied by x µ 1 x µ 2 . . . x µ N where each term consists of a finite sum of local operators having exactly the same tensor structure. In principle, this works also for multi-local operators of higher order.
However, there are special trilocal operators which do not immediately fit into the general scheme of Chapt. 3. An example of such operators has been considered in Chapt. 4 on the same line of reasoning as for the generic case. Its twist decomposition is obtained by restricting the expressions of the generic case to the special conditions under consideration. The results are classified in Table 3 and 4, again by indicating their symmetry type and the number of the corresponding equation. In the same manner one should proceed for other kinds of special multilocal operators like that of eq. (4.8) .
The present study made also obvious how difficult an exact treatment of higher twist contributions will be. There is a complicate interplay between the higher twists resulting from different symmetry types and the corresponding trace terms. The results also suffer from the equations of motion (EOM) which are frequently used in the applications because they do not contribute between physical states [21] . The twist decomposition of these EOM operators
is analogous to the corresponding quark operators O Γ (κ 1x , κ 2x ) which is given in [6] . The only difference is that for the equation of motion operators the canonical dimension and the twist raises by one unit.
The various tensor operators which we considered here are nonlocal generalizations of local operators already considered earlier in the literature for twist-3, cf. [24] , and twist-4, cf. [23] . There, as far as possible an explicit twist decomposition has been circumvented by truncating any of the (constant) totally symmetrized tensor indices of the local operators by some light-like vector n µ , i.e., by reducing to the scalar case. To the best of our knowledge the only work where the twist decomposition of (scalar) bilocal operators has been considered is that of Balitsky and Braun [13] . However, their work is based on the external field formalism and does not have an obvious group theoretical systematics. In principle, our procedure may be extended also to tensors of arbitrary high rank. Despite being defined by an obvious algorithm, its application to the next step, the twist decomposition of a generic 3rd rank tensor operator, will be very cumbersome. First of all, it would be necessary to determine the projection operators onto all traceless 3rd rank tensorial harmonic polynomials and, secondly, also additional Young patterns had to be taken into account. Fortunately, such kind of nonlocal operators -at least in the near future -may not be of physical relevance. Therefore, any further study in that direction seems to be reasonable only from a group theoretical point of view.
However, another observation deserves mentioning. This is the appearance of the inner derivation on the cone and its relation to the conformal group. The inner derivative not only may be used in defining the property of tracelessness of the nonlocal light-ray operators. In some cases it is possible to construct the nontrivial tensor operators by applying (products of) the inner derivative on the scalar light-ray operators. Therefore, it seems to be of immediate value for a more direct determination of the complicated expressions obtained here and for a simplification of our procedure.
with the harmonic projection operator
In the case D = 4 these coefficients simplify; they are given as follows: a n = n (n + 2) 2 , b n = −2 n(n + 3) (n + 1)(n + 2) 2 , c n = −2 n (n + 1)(n + 2) 2 , d n = 4 + n (n + 1)(n + 2) 2 , e n = 1 (n + 1)(n + 2) 2 , f n = −2 1 (n + 1) 2 (n + 2) 2 , g n = n(n + 3) (n + 1) 2 (n + 2) 2 , k n = − 1 2 n 2 + 3n + 4 (n + 1) 2 (n + 2) 2 , l n = − 1 4 1 (n + 1) 2 (n + 2) 2 .
This finishes the determination of the harmonic tensor polynomials being necessary for the present study. In principle, the extension of the procedure to arbitrary tensors of higher order is obvious. However, the explicit computation, without any additional information about their general properties, will be quite complicated. Let us remark that, to the best of our knowledge, such quantities have not been considered in the mathematical literature.
In contrast to the harmonic scalar polynomials which carry irreducible representations of SO(2h), the harmonic vector and tensor polynomials are not irreducible; they are only traceless. In order to obtain irreducible harmonic vector and tensor polynomials one has to (anti)symmetrize according to the possible Young patterns as we have done to construct operators with well-defined twist.
Finally, we remark that another method exists for the construction of scalar harmonic polynomials which seems to be well adapted to the problem of twist decomposition of light-cone operators. This method uses the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree n on the complex cone as the carrier space for symmetric traceless tensors and its harmonic extensions [14] . However, no general theoretical frame exists for the vector and tensor case.
